NEW Zoo Scavenger Hunt

Fill in the blank(s) with the correct answers, which you can find around the zoo.

1. The NEW Zoo is open __365__ days a year.
2. The “NEW” in NEW Zoo stand for what? __Northeastern Wisconsin__.
3. Penguin populations have declined by __95__ % since pre-industrial times.
4. A male fallow deer’s antlers grow in size until it reaches __11__ years old.
5. African Bullfrogs spend the dry season __underground__.
6. A Flemish Giant Rabbit can weigh up to __22__ pounds!
7. African lions are the only cats to live in groups called a __pride__.
8. According to our giraffe measuring post, our giraffes could be as tall as __18__ feet.
9. There are __9__ species of giraffe, each with their own unique pattern of __spots__.
10. Prairie dogs __kiss__ as a form of greeting one another.
11. The call of a sandhill crane can be heard __2.5__ miles away.
12. Snow leopards are mostly active at __dusk__ and __dawn__.
13. A Badger may change __dens__ every day.
14. Owls have **14** vertebrae in their neck which allows them to rotate their heads **360** degrees!

15. 98% of all alpaca reside in **Peru**, **Bolivia**, and **Chile**.

16. Bald eagles almost became extinct due to a pesticide called **DDT**.

17. A porcupine has how many quills covering its body? **30,000**.

18. How fast can a black bear run? **30** miles per hour.

19. How long can a red fox’s tail be? **13** inches.

20. The Canada Lynx is native to which continent? **North America**.

21. The red wolf is a smaller cousin of the **grey** wolf.

22. Domestic chickens descended from wild jungle fowl native to **Asia**.

23. Which season do sheep breed during? **Fall**.

24. The Bearded Dragon is native to which island? **Australia**.